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A brief intro: My scholarly background



The fallacy of thinking of sport as inherently good



Questions to ask when reviewing economic 
impact studies

• Just because it happened there and then, does 
that mean it will happen here and now?

• How much of that impact truly remains within 
in the locality? 

• Does it crowd out other businesses? 

• Who pays and who benefits? 

• Do you seek economic impact from the sport 
entity, or is it part of a larger project? 

• What are your overall goals? 

• What are the trade-offs? 



Shifting from impact to leverage

• Impact means: What can this 
sport entity (event or venue) 
do for us?

• It implies a more passive, 
evaluative role for the public 
partner

• It is often seen as a yes/no 
negotiation

• Leverage means: What can we 
do with the event or venue to 
optimize the benefits that we 
seek to obtain? 

• It implies a more pro-active role 
for the public partner to pursue 
well defined objectives

• City is a collaborative partner 
throughout the process, 
searching for ways to maximize 
their return on asset.  



The leveraging process

1. Engage community and stakeholders of city for 
environmental scan.

2. Define goals to achieve through the sport 
investment.

3. Set criteria to be included in feasibility study for 
new venue/event.

4. Conduct feasibility study in partnership with 
community and stakeholders. 

5. Finalize role of city (and/or their stakeholders) 
within proposed plan. 

6. Initiate the development process. 



Engaging the community in environmental scan

• It’s a collaborative team effort. 

• Design targeted focus groups with different stakeholders and focus groups to 
truly understand needs of your city that can be addressed through sport.
• Share potential goals with groups to receive feedback

• Olympic bid 2016: Chicago versus Boston 



Define goals for city to achieve though the sport investment

• Sport for health

• Sport participation systems build on inclusion, 
not competition

• Sport for city pride

• Elite teams or events that allow Dallasites to 
come together

• Sport for tourism

• Sport entities that bring in outside visitors

• Sport for branding

• Sport entities that make the city look great

• Sport for urban development/revitalization

• Sport entity as anchor to overall 
development project

• Sport for inclusion

• Sport entity build to bring different 
groups together

• Understand that there are trade-offs between 
and even within these goals, and that 
strategic planning is required to consider 
these trade-offs

• Sport for health versus sport for city pride



Failed trade-offs



Set criteria to be included in feasibility study for new venue/event  



Finalize role of city (and/or stakeholders) within proposed plan

Pending the outcome of the feasibility study, develop new work groups 
with various stakeholders to explore and initiate partnerships with 
private parties

Moral of the story: don’t wait for the best offer to come to you, but 
pro-actively work together to get to that best offer



Thank you.


